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PAPER
Low-Complexity Hybrid Precoding Based on PAST for Millimeter
Wave Massive MIMO System

Rui JIANG†, Xiao ZHOU†, You Yun XU†a), and Li ZHANG††, Nonmembers

SUMMARY Millimeter wave (mmWave) massive Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems generally adopt hybrid precoding com-
bining digital and analog precoder as an alternative to full digital precoding
to reduce RF chains and energy consumption. In order to balance the rela-
tionship between spectral efficiency, energy efficiency and hardware com-
plexity, the hybrid-connected system structure should be adopted, and then
the solution process of hybrid precoding can be simplified by decompos-
ing the total achievable rate into several sub-rates. However, the singular
value decomposition (SVD) incurs high complexity in calculating the opti-
mal unconstrained hybrid precoder for each sub-rate. Therefore, this paper
proposes PAST, a low complexity hybrid precoding algorithm based on
projection approximate subspace tracking. The optimal unconstrained hy-
brid precoder of each sub-rate is estimated with the PAST algorithm, which
avoids the high complexity process of calculating the left and right singular
vectors and singular value matrix by SVD. Simulations demonstrate that
PAST matches the spectral efficiency of SVD-based hybrid precoding in
full-connected (FC), hybrid-connected (HC) and sub-connected (SC) sys-
tem structure. Moreover, the superiority of PAST over SVD-based hybrid
precoding in terms of complexity and increases with the number of trans-
mitting antennas.
key words: massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), millimeter
wave (mmWave) communication, hybrid precoding, singular value decom-
position (SVD), projection approximate subspace tracking (PAST)

1. Introduction

In order to meet the rapid growing in mobile data traffic
on wireless communication, Millimeter wave (mmWave)
communication, which provides rich spectrum resource and
high data transmission rate, can effectively enhance Inter-
net capacity of communication system [1], [2]. However,
in the mmWave bands, 30 GHz to 300 GHz, radio commu-
nication suffers huge path loss [3], which significantly de-
creases communication quality. Fortunately, the short wave-
length of 1 mm to10 mm makes it possible to pack dozens
or even hundreds of antennas into a small device [4]. There-
fore, mmWave system can leverage massive Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output (MIMO) antenna array to compensate the
free space path loss of mmWave signals with beamforming
gain.

In traditional MIMO systems, the data streams are pre-
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coded in full digital precoding to eliminate interference and
then transmitted through the radio frequency (RF) chain to
the transmitting antenna. The full digital precoding, which
can control the amplitude and phase of the signal simulta-
neously, could achieve high multiplexing gain and antici-
pant system performance. However, as each antenna in the
full digital precoding is connected to an RF chain, the hun-
dreds of antennas in massive MIMO system need to con-
fig hundreds of RF chains. The high energy consumption
and implementation cost caused by RF chains make it pro-
hibitive to implement full digital precoding [5], [6]. Hence,
hybrid precoding structure is proposed. In this structure, the
data streams are first pre-coded in digital precoding, and tra-
verse RF chains, which are connected with antennas through
phase shifters. Then, the data streams are pre-coded in the
analog precoder composed by phase shifters. It can reduce
RF chains and energy consumption significantly [7], [8].

In general, the hybrid precoding structure is divided
into two categories: full-connected (FC) structure and sub-
connected (SC) structure. In the FC structure, each RF chain
is connected to all antennas through phase shifters, which
can achieve high spectral efficiency [8]–[12]. However, if
base station terminal hosts hundreds or thousands of an-
tennas because of the large-scale application of MIMO, the
phase shifters in the FC structure will also increase greatly,
which will still result in the significant energy consump-
tion and hardware complexity. To avoid this problem, the
SC structure makes each RF chain connect to part of anten-
nas through phase shifters which greatly reduces the num-
ber of phase shifters needed [13]–[16]. Although the phase
shifters are reduced observably in SC structure, its spectral
efficiency is lower than FC structure. Hence, hybrid con-
nected (HC) structure is proposed to balance the spectral
efficiency, energy consumption and hardware complexity of
FC and SC structure [17]–[20]. In HC structure, all antennas
and RF chains are divided into several subarrays, in which
each RF chain is connected with all antennas through phase
shifters, which reduces phase shifters compared with FC
and improves spectral efficiency compared with SC struc-
ture significantly.

According to the structure of mmWave channel, the
idea of spatial constraint matrix reconstruction is applied to
the solution of analog and digital precoder by using orthog-
onal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm, so as to achieve
near-optimal spectral efficiency [8]. Due to the high com-
plexity of OMP algorithm, the alternate minimization al-
gorithm was proposed in [8] through imposing orthogonal
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constraints on the digital precoder, which is low complex-
ity. This method could optimize alternately the digital and
analog precoder in each iteration. However, the above two
algorithms are aimed at FC system structure, which will lead
to high hardware complexity and energy consumption. The
SC system structure is adopted in [13], which applies an idea
of the successive interference elimination (SIC) to the pro-
cess of solving digital and analog precoding. In this method,
the complex total achievable rate is decomposed into several
sub-rates, which can be optimized successively. Neverthe-
less, compared with FC structure, the spectral efficiency in
[13] is lower. Therefore, a hybrid precoding algorithm based
on singular value decomposition (SVD) for HC structure is
proposed in [19]. It calculates optimal unconstrained hybrid
precoding matrix by utilizing SVD and gets hybrid precod-
ing with constraint conditions. The spectrum efficiency of
the SVD-based hybrid precoding is near that of the optimal
unconstrained hybrid precoding. However, with the increase
of antennas at the transmitter, the dimensions of the matrix
to perform SVD also increase, which makes SVD process
more complex and time-consuming.

To sum up, aiming at the high complexity brought by
SVD in calculating the optimal unconstrained hybrid pre-
coding matrix, we investigate the hybrid precoding scheme
for HC structure. Firstly, the total achievable rate is simpli-
fied into several sub-rates, which are maximized by using
SIC idea. Then, a low complexity hybrid precoding algo-
rithm based on projection approximation subspace tracking
(PAST) is proposed for each sub-rate optimization process.
It has a lower complexity for avoiding the SVD process in
calculating the optimal unconstrained hybrid precoding for
each sub-rate. Simulation results show that the proposed
algorithm can achieve almost the same performance as the
hybrid precoding based on SVD in HC system architecture.
And with the increase of transmitting antennas, the time
consumption and complexity of the proposed algorithm are
much lower than that of the SVD-based hybrid precoding,
which can meet the real-time processing requirements of
the communication. Moreover, the proposed algorithm has
good universality, which can be applied to FC, SC and HC
systems.
Notation: AT , AH , A∗, A−1, |A|, ‖A‖F denote the transpose,
conjugate transpose, complex conjugation, inversion, de-
terminant and Frobenius norm of matrix A, respectively;
E[·] represents mathematical expectation and IN represents
a N × N identity matrix. The CN(µ, σ2) denotes complex
Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ2.

2. System Model

The transmitter is equipped with Nt antennas and NRF RF
chains in HC structure as shown in Fig. 1. The antennas
and RF chains at the transmitter are divided into D sub-
arrays, in which there is K (NRF/D) RF chains connected
with T (Nt/D) antennas through phase shifters. The Ns data
streams pass through the RF chains after being pre-coded by
the digital precoder FBB ∈ C

NRF×Ns , to be pre-coded in the

Fig. 1 The hybrid precoding system architecture for HC structure.

analog precoder FRF ∈ C
Nt×NRF and finally sent to the an-

tennas at the transmitter, where NRF is subject to constraint
Ns ≤ NRF ≤ Nt. Thus, when the receiver is equipped with
Nr antennas, the received signal y ∈ CNr×1 can be expressed
as:

y =
√
ρHFRF FBBs + n =

√
ρHFs + n (1)

Where, ρ represents for the average received power; H ∈
CNr×Nt is the channel matrix; s is the Ns × 1 signal vector
satisfied to E

[
ssH

]
= 1

Ns
INs , where E[·] represents mathe-

matical expectation; n is the additive white Gaussian noise
vector, and obeys n ∈ CN(0, σ2).

The received signal ywill be processed in the combiner
W, then we have:

ỹ =
√
ρWH HFs + WHn (2)

When signals are transmitted through the millimeter wave
channel, the spectral efficiency of the system is [8]:

R = log2

(∣∣∣∣∣INs +
ρ

Ns
R−1

n WH HFRF FBBFH
BBFH

RF HHW
∣∣∣∣∣)
(3)

Where, Rn = σ2WHW represents the noise covariance ma-
trix after combining.

The hybrid precoding matrix F with Nt×Ns dimension
is a combination of analog and digital precoding matrices.
Since divided into several mutually independent submatri-
ces according to structure of HC, the analog precoder is a
block diagonal matrix, which can be expressed as:

FRF =


FRF,1

. . .

FRF,D

 (4)

where, the dimension of each submatrix of the analog pre-
coding matrix is T × K. In the ith submatrix with FRF,i =[
ai,1, ai,2, · · · , ai,K

]
, the dimension of analog precoding vec-

tor ai, j corresponding to the jth RF chain is T × 1. All non-
zero elements of FRF,i should satisfy the identity amplitude
constraint, but with different phases, namely

∣∣∣FRF,i(·, ·)
∣∣∣ =
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1/
√

T . Meanwhile, considering the complexity of the pre-
coding design and the simplification of the following opti-
mization objective, it is assumed that the digital precoding
matrix is also a block diagonal matrix, given by:

FBB =


FBB,1

. . .

FBB,D

 (5)

The digital precoding matrix of each submatrix is K × K di-
mension, provided NRF = Ns. FBB,i =

[
bi,1; bi,2; · · · ; bi,K

]
and bi, j is a digital precoding vector with 1 × K dimension.
Hence, the hybrid precoding matrix is also a block diag-
onal matrix meeting the total transmitted power constraint
‖FRF FBB‖

2
F ≤ Ns.

Due to the characteristic of free-space pathloss in
mmWave communication, the transmission path of the
mmWave signal is few and sparse. The traditional MIMO
channel modeling methods are not suitable for channel mod-
els because of the limited scattering of mmWave channels.
Therefore, the extended Saleh-Valenzuela cluster channel
model is adopted in this paper, which depicts the channel
matrix H as

H =

√
NtNr

NclNray

Ncl∑
i=1

Nray∑
j=1

αi j ·ar

(
ϕr

i j, θ
r
i j

)
·at

(
ϕt

i j, θ
t
i j

)H
(6)

Where Ncl and Nray represent channel scattering clusters and
propagation paths in each scattering cluster respectively. In
the jth propagation path of the ith scattering cluster, αi j
stands for the gain in propagation path characterizing inde-
pendently and identically distributed CN(0, σαi j ). ϕt

i j and
θt

i j represent the azimuth and elevation angle of departure;
ϕr

i j and θr
i j represent the azimuth and elevation angle of ar-

rival. ar(ϕr
i j, θ

r
i j) and at(ϕt

i j, θ
t
i j) denote the normalized array

response vectors at the receiver and transmitter. When the
uniform planar array (UPA) is considered to applied at the
transceiver, ar(ϕr

i j, θ
r
i j) and at(ϕt

i j, θ
t
i j) can be written as

ar/t(ϕ, θ) =
1√
Nr/t

[
1, · · · , e j 2π

λ d(m·sinϕ·sin θ+n·cos θ), · · · ,

e j 2π
λ d((M−1) sinϕ·sin θ+(N−1) cos θ)

]T
(7)

Where Nr/t is antennas at the receiver or transmitter; d and
λ are the space between antenna units and wavelength; M
and N meet the equation of Nr/t = M · N, and 0 ≤ m < M,
0 ≤ n < N.

3. A Hybrid Precoding Based on PAST for HC System
Structure

In this section, the total achievable rate for HC system struc-
ture is decomposed into several sub-rate issues optimized
via SIC idea. Then, the optimal unconstrained hybrid pre-
coding of each sub-array is estimated by leveraging the
PAST algorithm. The hybrid precoding with constraints is

finally obtained.

3.1 Decomposition of the Optimization Problem

According to [8], in order to simplify the design of the pre-
coding and combining matrix, the joint optimization prob-
lem (3) is decoupled, and the design of the precoding is
mainly studied. In HC system, the total achievable rate R
is stated as

R = log2

(∣∣∣∣∣INr +
ρ

Nsσ2 HFFH HH
∣∣∣∣∣) (8)

The optimization objective is to maximize the achievable
rate by designing a hybrid precoding matrix F, and the ob-
jective function is

Fopt = arg max
F

log2

(∣∣∣∣∣INr +
ρ

Nsσ2 HFFH HH
∣∣∣∣∣)

s.t.
∣∣∣FRF,i(·, ·)

∣∣∣ = 1/
√

T (9)

‖F‖2F = ‖FRF FBB‖
2
F ≤ Ns

Unfortunately, the non-convex constraints of the formula
(9), namely the constraints of total transmitted power on the
hybrid precoder and identical amplitude over all non-zero
elements in analog precoder, make it difficult to solve the
objective function (9). Consider that the hybrid precoding
matrix F has a characteristic of is a block diagonalization,
where the precoding of each submatrix is independent of
each other, then there is

F = FRF FBB = diag
{
FRF,1FBB,1, · · · , FRF,DFBB,D

}
(10)

Therefore, the R can be decomposed into multiple sub-rate
optimization problems, and the optimal solution of the ob-
jective function (9) can be obtained by maximizing the cor-
responding sub-rate of each sub-array.

According to the structure of the hybrid precoding ma-
trix, the matrix F is divided into D submatrices, i.e., F =[
f1, f2, · · · , fD

]
. It is further expressed as F =

[
FD−1 fD

]
,

where FD−1 ∈ C
Nt×K(D−1) represents the first D − 1 subma-

trices and fD ∈ C
Nt×K is the Dth submatrix. Hence, the total

achievable rate in formula (8) can be rewritten as

R = log2

(∣∣∣∣∣INr +
ρ

Nsσ2 HFFH HH
∣∣∣∣∣)

= log2

(∣∣∣∣∣INr +
ρ

Nsσ2 H
[
FD−1 fD

] [
FD−1 fD

]H HH
∣∣∣∣∣)

= log2

(∣∣∣∣∣INr +
ρ

Nsσ2

(
HFD−1FH

D−1HH + H fD f H
D HH

)∣∣∣∣∣)
(a)
= log2 (|QD−1|)+log2

(∣∣∣∣∣INr +
ρ

Nsσ2 Q−1
D−1H fD f H

D HH
∣∣∣∣∣) (11)

...

(b)
=

D∑
i=1

log2

(∣∣∣∣∣INr +
ρ

Nsσ2 Q−1
i−1H fi f H

i HH
∣∣∣∣∣)
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(c)
=

D∑
i=1

log2

(∣∣∣∣∣IK +
ρ

Nsσ2 f H
i HH Q−1

i−1H fi
∣∣∣∣∣)

Where (a) can be obtained on the basis of the fact that
|AB| = |A| · |B|, and the defined auxiliary matrix QD−1 =

INr +
ρ

Nsσ2 HFD−1FH
D−1HH . Since log2 (|QD−1|) has the same

form as Eq. (8), matrix QD−1 can be further decomposed in
the similar method, as detailed in Appendix A. When the
total achievable rate formula is fully decomposed, the re-
sult of (b) is acquired. Finally, transform the form of for-
mula according to the principle |I + AB| = |I + BA| defin-
ing A = Q−1

i−1H fi and B = f H
i HH to obtain (c), where

Qi = IK +
ρ

Nsσ2 HFiFH
i HH and Q0 = IK .

It can be seen from Eq. (11) that the total achievable
rate is finally decomposed into multiple sub-rates. Accord-
ing to the SIC idea for multi-user signal detection mentioned
in [13], which refers to removing the signal interference of
other k − 1 users when the receiver detects the signal of the
kth user, the sub-rate of the first subarray is optimized to ob-
tain the hybrid precoding matrix f1. The matrix F1 formed
by f1 is used to update the auxiliary matrix Q−1

1 . It can be
utilized to eliminate the interference of the first subarray on
the second subarray, and then the sub-rate of the second sub-
array could be optimized to obtain the hybrid precoding ma-
trix f2. The matrix F2 formed by f1 and f2 is used to update
the auxiliary matrix Q−1

2 , which will be utilized to eliminate
the interference of the first and second subarray on the third
subarray f3. In a similar way, the hybrid precoding matrix
of all subarrays can be obtained.

3.2 Design of Hybrid Precoding Matrices with Constraints

According to (11), the sub-rate optimization problem of the
ith subarray can be stated as

f opt
i = arg max

fi∈F
log2

(∣∣∣∣∣IK +
ρ

Nsσ2 f H
i Pi−1 fi

∣∣∣∣∣) (12)

Where F is all set of hybrid precoding matrices satisfying
the constraints described in (9), and Pi−1 = HH Q−1

i−1H is a
Nt×Nt Hermitian matrix. It is can realized from (10) that the
hybrid precoding of HC structure is block diagonal matrix,
in which non-zero elements in the ith precoding matrix fi is
from ((i−1)T +1) to iT rows. Therefore, (12) can be further
written as

f̂ opt
i = arg max

f̂i∈F̂

log2

(∣∣∣∣∣IK +
ρ

Nsσ2 f̂ H
i P̂i−1 f̂i

∣∣∣∣∣) (13)

Similarly, F̂ is a feasible set of T × K dimensionality that
satisfies the constraints and P̂i−1 is a submatrix cut off from
((i−1)T +1) to iT rows and columns of Pi−1, which is T ×T
Hermitian matrix.

SVD of P̂i−1 is performed, that is, P̂i−1 = VΣVH , where
Σ is a T ×T diagonal matrix, elements of which are singular
value of P̂i−1 and arranged from largest to smallest, and V is
the T × T unitary matrix. The optimal unconstrained hybrid

precoding of the ith subarray in (13), denoted as VK , is the
first K column of right singular matrix V of P̂i−1, namely

f̂ opt
i = V(:, 1 : K) = VK (14)

Then, the optimal unconstrained hybrid precoding of the i +

1th subarray is obtained in the same SVD method according
to P̂i updated by VK of the ith subarray. Finally, the total
optimal unconstrained hybrid precoding matrix Fopt can be
get. However, Fopt is not a final hybrid precoding matrix
due to constraints described in (9). Therefore, we obtain
the corresponding hybrid precoding matrix of each subarray
from the feasible set under the constraints.

According to [8], optimization problem (13) can be
equivalent to the following formula

f̂ opt
i = arg min

f̂i∈F̂

∥∥∥∥VK − f̂i
∥∥∥∥2

F
(15)

Proof : See Appendix B.
The hybrid precoding matrix can be obtained by mini-

mizing the Euclidean distance with VK .
Using the phase extraction method to satisfy the iden-

tity amplitude constraint, analog precoding matrix is opti-
mized as

FRF,i =
1
√

T
exp ( j ∗ angle(VK)) (16)

When K = 1, that is, there is only one RF chain of the
subarray, the digital precoding and the final obtained hybrid
precoding matrix are as follows:

FBB,i =
1
√

T
‖VK‖1 (17)

f̂i =
1
T
‖VK‖1 exp ( j ∗ angle(VK)) (18)

When K > 1, namely the RF chain of the subarray is greater
than 1, the digital precoding is solved by the least square
method, and the final precoding matrix is obtained as fol-
lows:

FBB,i =
(
FH

RF,iFRF,i

)−1
FH

RF,iVK (19)

f̂i = FRF,iFBB,i (20)

All the sub-rate optimization problems are solved by the
same method to acquire the hybrid precoding matrix with
the constraints.

3.3 The Hybrid Precoding Based on PAST Algorithm

In formula (14), SVD is performed on the auxiliary matrix
P̂i−1, and the first K columns of the right singular matrix of
P̂i−1 is selected as the optimal unconstrained hybrid precod-
ing matrix f̂ opt

i of the ith subarray. However, as antennas
increases, the dimensions of the matrix P̂i−1 will gradually
increase, which will result in a high complexity and time
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consumption of SVD for P̂i−1. Therefore, the PAST algo-
rithm with a lower complexity is adopted to estimate only
the required major column vectors of the right singular ma-
trix to avoid the SVD process of calculating the whole right
singular matrix.

In the PAST algorithm, we will take PP = P̂H
i−1P̂i−1 as

the data sample matrix, row of which is considered as the
data sample vector x. When the data sample vector x j is
input to estimate value of the most dominant singular vector
w j of the matrix P̂i−1, the PAST algorithm can be simplified
as

w j = w j−1 +
1
d j

[
x j − w j−1y j

]
y∗j (21)

Where y j = wH
j x j and d j = d j−1+

∣∣∣y j

∣∣∣2. It can be seen that the
PAST algorithm is a gradient algorithm whose step size d j is
used for self-tuning. The projection of the current data sam-
ple vector x j on w j is removed from x j itself after the most
dominant singular vector w j is estimated. At this point, the
second dominant singular vector dominates the estimation
vector to be updated, which can be estimated and extracted
just like the most dominant singular vector. The process is
repeated until all the singular vectors W j are estimated in
order.

Then, continue to input the data sample vectors x j+1
and update all the singular vectors W j+1 in order by (21)
combining with the estimated value W j of the singular vec-
tors obtained in the previous process, until all the data sam-
ple vectors participate in the estimation. The PAST is an
estimation algorithm, and leads to the loss of orthogonal-
ity between the columns of the final estimation result WT .
Hence, orthogonalization processing of WT is required at the
end of the algorithm. In the simulation, orthogonalization is
realized by function orth() in MATLAB. The singular vector
estimation process for the auxiliary matrix P̂i−1 is shown in
algorithm 1.

Based on the above analysis, the algorithm in this paper
first calculates the estimated value VK of the first K columns
of the right singular matrix for the auxiliary matrix P̂ ac-
cording to algorithm 1, and then utilizes VK to achieve FRF,i,
FBB,i and hybrid precoding matrix under the constraints.
The methods of solving the digital precoding matrix are dif-
ferent according to RF chains in subarray. Then, the ma-
trix F of the whole system is formed diagonally by that of
subarrays. Finally, the updated results for P̂ through the ob-
tained subarray hybrid precoding matrix are used as the in-
put of the next subarray hybrid precoding solution. When
all the submatrix hybrid precoding matrices have been cal-
culated, the block diagonal-form hybrid precoding matrix F
of the whole system is output. The specific algorithm flow
is shown in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 1: Projection approximation subspace tracking
(PAST) algorithm.
Input: auxiliary matrix P̂i−1, the number K of singular vec-
tors to be estimated.
Output: The estimation VK of the first K columns of the

right singular matrix of the auxiliary matrix P̂i−1.
Initialization: W0, d0
1. PP = P̂H

i−1P̂i−1
2. for j = 1 : T
3. x j = PPH( j, :)
4. for k = 1 : K
5. y = WH

j−1(:, k) · x j

6. d j(k) = d j−1(k) + |y|2

7. e = x j −W j−1(:, k) · y
8. W j(:, k) = W j−1(:, k) + e · y∗/d j(k)
9. x j = x j −W j(:, k) · y
10. end for
11. end for
12. VK = orth (WT )
Algorithm 2: The hybrid precoding based on PAST algo-
rithm
Input: channel matrix H, D, K.
Output: The hybrid precoding matrix F.
1. P0 = HH H
2. for i = 1 : D
3. P̂i−1 = VΣVH obtained by algorithm 1
4. FRF,i = 1

√
T

exp ( j ∗ angle (VK))
5. if K = 1
6. FBB,i = 1

√
T
‖VK‖1

7. else
8. FBB,i =

(
FH

RF,iFRF,i

)−1
FH

RF,iVK
9. end if
10. f̂i = FRF,iFBB,i

11. F = blkdiag
[
F, f̂i

]
12. Qi = INr +

ρ
Nsσ2 HFiFH

i HH

13. Pi = HH Q−1
i H

14. end for
It is worth mentioning that the proposed PAST-based hybrid
precoding can be also applied to the combining at the user
following the similar method in [8] after the hybrid precod-
ing matrix F is designed. Similar to [13], the research in this
paper only focuses on hybrid precoding and further discus-
sion about hybrid combining will be left for future work.

4. Simulation Results

In this section, we consider the optimal unconstrained hy-
brid precoding FC-OPT in the FC system structure, the
OMP algorithm FC-OMP in [8], the Power Iteration (PI)
algorithm SC-PI in [13] and the SVD algorithm for con-
nection modes of FC, HC and SC in [19] as comparison to
demonstrate performance of the proposed algorithm in the
simulation experiment. In the simulation experiment, the
parameters of hybrid precoding system architecture are set
as follow: Nt = 144, Nr = 36 and Ns = NRF . In particular,
HC system structure is divided into two subarrays, namely
D = 2. The distance between the antenna units d = λ

2 and
Signal-to-noise Ratio (SNR) is defined as ρ

σ2 .
The mmWave channel strictly decides the spectral ef-

ficiency of hybrid precoding algorithm. Therefore, the in-
fluence of the scattering clusters of mmWave channel pa-
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Fig. 2 Spectrum efficiency of the hybrid precoding algorithms with dif-
ferent scattering clusters.

rameter on the spectral efficiency of hybrid precoding with
FC structure at S NR = 0 dB is illustrated. As can be seen in
Fig. 2, with the increase of number of scattering clusters Ncl,
the spectral efficiency of each hybrid precoding gradually
increases, which is due to the increase of signal transmis-
sion paths. When Ncl ≥ 5, the spectral efficiency is basically
stable. Therefore, the number of scattering clusters Ncl is set
to 5. The number of propagation paths Nray is usually set to
10. To reduce interference and increase beamforming gain,
the directional and omnidirectional antenna array are used
in the transmitter and receiver, respectively. Similar to [8],
The azimuth and elevation widths of the transmitting end
are 60◦ and 20◦ respectively. Hence, The parameters ϕt

i j and
θt

i j in transmitter are assumed to follow a uniform distribu-
tion within [−30◦, 30◦] and [70◦, 90◦]; ϕr

i j and θr
i j of receiver

are uniformly distribute in [−180◦, 180◦] and [0, 180◦] re-
spectively. In particular, a scattering cluster of azimuth of
departure is formed by taking an angle between −30◦ and
30◦ based on the uniform distribution, and then doing angu-
lar spread of 7.5◦. In the cluster, the specific angle of each
propagation path is obtained according to the uniform dis-
tribution.

Figure 3 shows the spectral efficiency comparison of
hybrid precoding algorithms, where Ns = NRF = 4. The
calculation of spectral efficiency is shown in (3). However,
since the combiner is not studied in this paper, the opti-
mal combiner matrix is used to calculate the spectral ef-
ficiency of the schemes, namely Wopt = U (:, 1 : Ns) and
H = UΣVH . Firstly, the PAST-based hybrid precoding pro-
posed in this paper is simulated in FC, SC and HC system
structures. We can observe from Fig. 3 that the proposed
PAST-based hybrid precoding schemes is applicable for FC,
SC and HC structure by setting the number of system struc-
ture subarrays as D = 1, D = 2 and D = 4 respectively. The
PAST-based hybrid precoding for HC structure is the focus
of this paper. When comparing the spectral efficiency of the
algorithms, only the algorithms under the same system con-
nection structure is compared, and no comparison is made
between algorithms with different connection structure. In

Fig. 3 Spectrum efficiency of the hybrid precoding algorithms.

FC structure, FC-OPT is the optimal unconstrained hybrid
precoding algorithm, and its spectral efficiency is the high-
est; meanwhile, the spectral efficiency of the proposed algo-
rithm FC-PAST is close to that of FC-SVD and FC-OMP. In
HC structure, the proposed algorithm HC-PAST can achieve
approximate spectral efficiency as HC-SVD. In the SC struc-
ture, the spectral efficiency of the proposed SC-PAST algo-
rithm is almost the same as that of SC-SVD, but higher than
that of SC-PI algorithm. To sum up, the proposed algorithm
can achieve high spectral efficiency and has the performance
close to the SVD-based hybrid precoding.

Figure 4 provides the comparison of the spectral ef-
ficiencies of hybrid precoding schemes under different RF
chains at S NR = 0 dB and S NR = −10 dB. Figure 4 fur-
ther illustrates the spectral efficiency of the proposed algo-
rithm from the perspective of the RF chain. As can be seen
from the Fig. 4, no matter how RF chains changes, the pro-
posed PAST-based hybrid precoding schemes can achieve
close spectral efficiency as SVD-based in the same connec-
tion structure. In particular, the proposed SC-PAST algo-
rithm always achieves higher spectral efficiency than SC-
PI. Therefore, the proposed algorithm in this paper still has
good performance when the RF chain changes. Combined
with Fig. 3, we further find that the FC structure achieves
greater spectral efficiency than HC, and similarly the HC is
greater than SC. Therefore, the HC structure achieves much
better balance of the spectral efficiency between FC and SC
structure. However, the spectral efficiency of some algo-
rithms in Fig. 4 are likely to reduce with the increase of RF
chains. This is because when the total power of the trans-
mission is limited and equal power allocation is hypothe-
sized, the increase of data streams Ns will result in a reduc-
tion in the average power allocated to each data stream. In
particular, in the SC structure the digital precoding is a di-
agonal matrix as RF chain of each subarray is one, which
only has a function of power allocation and does not elim-
inate the interference between the data streams. Therefore,
the spectral efficiency possibly decreases as the RF chains
increase. Meanwhile, by further comparison of Figs. 4(a)
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Fig. 4 Spectrum efficiency of the hybrid precoding algorithm with dif-
ferent RF chains.

and 4(b), it can be seen that the overall spectral efficiency
of hybrid precoding algorithm is higher when S NR = 0 dB.
This is because the interference of the noise to the signal
is small when the SNR is high, so the system achievable
performance of both the proposed and other algorithms is
better.

The energy efficiency comparison of HC-PAST, FC-
OMP and SC-PI hybrid precoding schemes at S NR = 0 dB
and S NR = −10 dB is showed in Fig. 5. Since the energy
efficiency is related to the connection structure of the sys-
tem, the PAST-based algorithm for HC structure is selected
for comparison with the algorithms corresponding to FC and
SC structure. The energy efficiency η is the ratio of spectral
efficiency R to the total power consumption of the system,
namely:

η =
R

Pt + NtPPA + NRF PRF + NPS PPS
(22)

Where Pt is the energy of the transmitter; PPA is the energy
consumed by the power amplifier at the antenna transmitter;

Fig. 5 Energy efficiency of hybrid precoding algorithm with different RF
chains.

PRF and PPS are the energy consumed by each RF chain, and
phase shifter, respectively and NPS represents the total phase
shifters of system, . The power consumption of each compo-
nent is set as: Pt = 10 W, PPA = 100 mW, PRF = 100 mW,
PPS = 10 mW. In simulation, the total transmitting anten-
nas Nt, RF chains NRF and transmitter energy Pt are set to
same values in the different hybrid precoding schemes. The
differences between hybrid precoding schemes are the num-
ber of phase shifters and the spectral efficiency. It can be
seen from Fig. 4 that HC-PAST can achieve relatively high
spectral efficiency. Meanwhile, the number of phase shifters
NPS in FC-OMP and SC structure are NRF × Nt and Nt re-
spectively, and NPS in HC-PAST is 1/4 of that in FC-OMP.
Hence, the low number of phase shifters and the high spec-
tral efficiency are the main reason for the energy efficiency
of HC over 1.0 at S NR = 0 dB when RF chains is 6 or
8 in Fig. 5. On the other hand, it can be seen from Fig-
ure 4 that the spectral efficiency of the hybrid precoding al-
gorithms is generally very low when S NR = −10 dB. It
results in lower energy efficiency of the hybrid precoding
algorithms in Fig. 5. Therefore, the low spectral efficiency
makes the energy efficiency of the hybrid precoding algo-
rithms insufficient to exceed 1.0. We could observe from
Figure 5 that the energy efficiency of the HC-PAST scheme
is always higher than the SC-PI scheme. When RF chains
is 2 or 4 at S NR = 0 dB, the energy efficiency of HC-PAST
is close to that of FC-OMP; when RF chains is greater than
6, the energy efficiency of HC-PAST is higher than that of
FC-OMP. Therefore, HC-PAST with high energy efficiency
achieves trade-off of the hardware complexity and spectral
efficiency between FC-OMP and SC-PI.

Figure 6 provides the time consumption comparison
between SVD and the PAST algorithm at S NR = 0 dB and
Ns = NRF = 4. The time consumption is obtained with Mat-
lab on a PC of 1.60 GHz. It can be observed from Fig. 6
that the HC-PAST consumes slightly more time than HC-
SVD in Nt ≤ 256. The time consumed by both HC-SVD
and SVD is much higher than that of HC-PAST and PAST
in Nt > 256, respectively, and with the increase of Nt, the
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Fig. 6 Time consumption of algorithm with different transmitting anten-
nas.

time consumption of SVD is almost twice that of PAST al-
gorithm. According to [21], calculating a right singular ma-
trix of m×n matrix P̂i−1 with SVD requires at least n2+O(n3)
operations, where mn2 is complexity of calculating P̂H

i−1P̂i−1.
When estimating the first K columns of a right singular ma-
trix of m × n matrix P̂i−1 with PAST algorithm, calculating
the auxiliary matrix PPneed mn2 operations and the com-
putational complexity from step 2 to 12 in algorithm 1 is
6mnK + O(K). Hence, the difference of complexity of SVD
and PAST is O(n3) and 6mnK + O(K) respectively, where
m = n and K = 2 in this simulation. When transmitting an-
tennas increases, the computational complexity of SVD in-
creases by n3, which is higher than 12n2 + O(2) of the PAST
algorithm. In combination with Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the pro-
posed PAST-based schemes can achieve near performance
with SVD-based hybrid precoding and has lower complex-
ity and less time consumption.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a low complexity hybrid precod-
ing scheme with HC structure for mmWave massive MIMO
system. Firstly, according to a characteristic of block diag-
onalization of hybrid precoding matrix, the total achievable
rate is decomposed into several sub-rates. Then, the optimal
unconstrained hybrid precoding matrix of each sub-rate is
estimated by the low complexity PAST algorithm. Finally,
the analog and digital precoding matrix of sub-rates with
constraints are obtained according to the idea of SIC. Sim-
ulation results demonstrate that the proposed PAST-based
hybrid precoding scheme can achieve similar performance
as the SVD-based scheme. And the time consumption and
complexity of the proposed PAST-based hybrid precoding
scheme are much lower than that of SVD-based scheme with
the increase of transmitting antennas.
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Appendix A:

Since log2 (|QD−1|) has the same form as Eq. (8), matrix
QD−1 can be further decomposed in the similar method,
where QD−1 = INr +

ρ
Nsσ2 HFD−1FH

D−1HH . Firstly, denote the
matrix FD−1 as FD−1 =

[
FD−2 fD−1

]
, where FD−2 represents

the first D−2 submatrices and fD−1 is the D−1th submatrix.
Hence, the matrix QD−1 can be further decomposed:

log2 (|QD−1|) + log2

(∣∣∣∣∣INr +
ρ

Nsσ2 Q−1
D−1H fD f H

D HH
∣∣∣∣∣)

= log2

(∣∣∣∣∣INr +
ρ

Nsσ2 H
[
FD−2 fD−1

] [
FD−2 fD−1

]H HH
∣∣∣∣∣)

+ log2

(∣∣∣∣∣INr +
ρ

Nsσ2 Q−1
D−1H fD f H

D HH
∣∣∣∣∣)

= log2

(∣∣∣∣∣INr +
ρ

Nsσ2

(
HFD−2FH

D−2HH + H fD−1 f H
D−1HH

)∣∣∣∣∣)
+ log2

(∣∣∣∣∣INr +
ρ

Nsσ2 Q−1
D−1H fD f H

D HH
∣∣∣∣∣)

= log2


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(
INr +

ρ

Nsσ2 HFD−2FH
D−2HH

)
INr +

ρ

Nsσ2 H fD−1 f H
D−1HH

INr +
ρ

Nsσ2 HFD−2FH
D−2HH


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣


+ log2

(∣∣∣∣∣INr +
ρ

Nsσ2 Q−1
D−1H fD f H

D HH
∣∣∣∣∣)

(A· 1)

The auxiliary matrix QD−2 = INr +
ρ

Nsσ2 HFD−2FH
D−2HH is

also defined, and the above equation can be expressed as:

log2 (|QD−2|) + log2

(∣∣∣∣∣INr +
ρ

Nsσ2 Q−1
D−2H fD−1 f H

D−1HH
∣∣∣∣∣)

+ log2

(∣∣∣∣∣INr +
ρ

Nsσ2 Q−1
D−1H fD f H

D HH
∣∣∣∣∣)

(A· 2)

Continue to decompose log2 (|QD−2|) in the same way until
the total reachable rate formula is completely decomposed,
and the following results are obtained:

D∑
i=1

log2

(∣∣∣∣∣INr +
ρ

Nsσ2 Q−1
i−1H fi f H

i HH
∣∣∣∣∣) (A· 3)

Appendix B:

The proof that optimization problem (13) can be equivalent
to (15) is similar to that of Sect. III in [8].

f̂ opt
i = arg max

f̂i∈F̂

log2

(∣∣∣∣∣IK +
ρ

Nsσ2 f̂ H
i P̂i−1 f̂i

∣∣∣∣∣) (A· 4)

Firstly, perform singular value decomposition on P̂i−1,
namely, P̂i−1 = VΣVH and then divide Σ and V into two
parts. The above formula can be rewritten as:

R = log2

(∣∣∣∣∣IK +
ρ

Nsσ2 f̂ H
i VΣVH f̂i

∣∣∣∣∣)
= log2

(∣∣∣∣∣∣IK +
ρ

Nsσ2 f̂ H
i

[
V1 V2

] [Σ1 0
0 Σ2

] [
V1 V2

]H
f̂i

∣∣∣∣∣∣
)

= log2

(∣∣∣∣∣IK +
ρ

Nsσ2 f̂ H
i V1Σ1VH

1 f̂i +
ρ

Nsσ2 f̂ H
i V2Σ2VH

2 f̂i
∣∣∣∣∣)

(A· 5)

The optimization objective is to find a hybrid precoding ma-
trix f̂i which is close enough to matrix V1. Hence, f̂i and V2

are approximately orthogonal, i.e. f̂ H
i V2 ≈ 0. According to

the principle I + BA = (I + B)
(
I − (I + B)−1B(I − A)

)
, the

above formula could be simplified as:

R ≈ log2

(∣∣∣∣∣IK +
ρΣ1

Nsσ2 f̂ H
i V1VH

1 f̂i
∣∣∣∣∣)

= log2

(∣∣∣∣∣IK +
ρΣ1

Nsσ2

∣∣∣∣∣)
+ log2


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣IK −

(
IK +

ρΣ1

Nsσ2

)−1
ρ

Nsσ2

(
IK − f̂ H

i V1VH
1 f̂i

)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣


(A· 6)

Since the eigenvalues of matrix T =
(
IK +

ρΣ1
Nsσ2

)−1

ρ
Nsσ2

(
IK − f̂ H

i V1VH
1 f̂i

)
are small, the approximate formula

log2 (|IK − T |) ≈ log2 (IK − tr(T )) ≈ −tr(T ) can be used to
further simplify formula (A· 6):

log2

(∣∣∣∣∣IK +
ρΣ1

Nsσ2

∣∣∣∣∣)−tr

(IK +
ρΣ1

Nsσ2

)−1
ρ

Nsσ2

(
IK− f̂ H

i V1VH
1 f̂i

)
(A· 7)

According to the high SNR approximation formula(
IK +

ρΣ1
Nsσ2

)−1 ρΣ1
Nsσ2 ≈ IK , the above formula is simplified as:

log2

(∣∣∣∣∣IK +
ρΣ1

Nsσ2

∣∣∣∣∣) − tr
(
IK − f̂ H

i V1VH
1 f̂i

)
= log2

(∣∣∣∣∣IK +
ρΣ1

Nsσ2

∣∣∣∣∣) − (
K −

∥∥∥∥VH
1 f̂i

∥∥∥∥2

F

) (A· 8)

Therefore, maximizing the sub-rate corresponding to the ith

subarray is equivalent to maximizing
∥∥∥∥VH

1 f̂i
∥∥∥∥2

F
= tr

(
VH

1 f̂i
)
,

which is to minimize the Euclidean distance between the
matrix V1 and f̂i. Therefore, optimization problem (13) can
be equivalent to the following formula:

f̂ opt
i = arg min

f̂i∈F̂

∥∥∥∥VK − f̂i
∥∥∥∥2

F
(A· 9)
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